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	enterFactsOfCase: The worker is seeking a determination of worker classification for services performed as a laborer for tax years 2015-2022. The firm issued theworker Form 1099-NEC/MISC for the period in question. The firm describes the business as a roofing, construction maintenance business. The firmdescribes the worker's duties as a subcontractor with various duties. Neither party submitted a written agreement.The worker stated specific instructions were given by the firm. The parties generally agreed this was done by phone, the worker added thatassignments were also done in person by the firm along with what time to report to the owner's house and what time the day would end. The firmstated reports regarding the completion of work were required. The worker replied that reports were not applicable. According to the worker theirdaily schedule was provided by the firm the day or night before, what time to report and with directions throughout the day, the firm differed in theirresponse stating the worker sets their own schedule. The firm stated no substitutes or helpers were required, however the worker stated it was thefirm's responsibility to hire and pay any substitutes or helpers.The firm stated they provided all supplies, equipment and materials and the worker provided labor, the worker generally agreed but added anotherparty provided the location and project they were to perform the job on. The parties agreed the worker did not lease any equipment, space, or afacility. According to the firm the workers expenses were reimbursed for materials, the worker replied they didnt have any expenses. According tothe worker, they received an hourly rate of pay, the firm differed in their response stating the worker received a lump sum. The worker could notsuffer an economic loss or financial risk. The parties agreed that the customer's paid the firm and the firm established the level of payment.The worker stated no benefits were available to them. The work relationship between the parties could be terminated without incurring a liability orpenalty. According to the worker they did not perform similar services for other firms. The worker was not a member of a union. The worker did notadvertise. The firm represented the worker to its customers as a subcontractor, the worker disagreed and stated they were represented as an employeeunder the business name of the firm. It is unclear how the work relationship ended.
	enterAnalysis: Based on the application of the three categories of evidence, the worker in this case was under the direction and control of the firm to the extentnecessary to meet the firm’s business objective. Under common-law rules, anyone who performs services for you is your employee if you can controlwhat will be done and how it will be done. This is so even when you give the employee freedom of action. What matters is that you have the right tocontrol the details of how the services are performed. A continuing relationship between the worker and the person or persons for whom the servicesare performed indicates that an employer-employee relationship exists. If the work is performed on the premises of the person or persons for whomthe services are performed, that factor suggests control over the worker, especially if the work could be done elsewhere. All significant materials anda workspace were provided to the worker by the firm. The firm determined the rates charged to the customers and the customers paid the firm’sbusiness directly for the services provided by the worker. The worker was not allowed a drawing account against future earnings. A person who canrealize a profit or suffer a loss as a result of his or her services is generally an independent contractor, while the person who cannot is an employee.“Profit or loss” implies the use of capital by a person in an independent business of his or her own. If the work relationship meets the federalemployment tax criteria for an employer/employee relationship, federal tax law mandates that the worker be treated as an employee.



